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By President Bill Chestnut
Fall has arrived and here in Florida we look forward to the end of hurricane season and the return of our winter
visitors. Footballs are flying around and new square dance classes have started. The pandemic has slowed
down and people are looking for ways to socialize. Now, if we could only find a way to tie it all together and
get those folks into our square dance classes. Feel free to submit all your ideas on how to make that happen to
Mac at the ACA office or send them to me for inclusion in our next newsletter.
I have been doing some research in preparation for the Florida Callers Association clinic coming up next week.
I have always been of the opinion that the teachers learn more preparing for class than the students learn taking
it. I have been going through some old syllabuses and notes I have collected over the last 50 years and find that
the calling part of our activity has changed very little in most ways but has also become difficult in others.
Modules, memory, sight calling, or a highbred of all is a matter of preference for each caller. But knowing the
definitions and timing on those calls is a requirement. Smooth dancing with good body flow will bring the
dancers back to you. Most of us taped our dances when we started calling. Do we still tape them and listen to
ourselves?
The definitions of most of the calls have been tweaked a little but are basically the same. A few new calls have
been added to the lists and programs but nothing too significant. Some callers have opted to move to the ACA
shortened list or to some other program in order to get people dancing quicker. Some callers continue to work
at stretching the definitions to make their dancers happy at the higher levels. What works better for you? I
think as callers we would all love to look out at the floor and see full halls of people having fun to our calls and
enjoying the friendship that the square and round dance activity offers.
Most of us have the opportunity to do square dance parties for the non dancing population. Have you watched
how much fun most are having just doing a few calls? We all work at the parties to make sure people have a
great experience. What can we do to get those same people to come out to an ongoing class? What ways are
we missing out on promoting the activity to the people out enjoying the one night stand? All ideas are
welcome, so send them to me or Mac. Growing our activity has got to be something we are working on, not
just talking about.
What more can the ACA do for you? What would you like to see in the coming years? Would you like to have
a meeting/ convention and get us all together in the future? All organizations need to be important to their
members and ACA wants to be that for us all. We welcome comments and suggestions and volunteers. Please
reach out to the office or me directly with your input.
There are lots of questions this time and I hope you will take a minute to answer them.
Keep ‘em square.
Bill Chesnut
billchesnut4@gmail.com
352-475-2550
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This letter is all about 60 years of calling and teaching dancers the true meaning of SQUARE
DANCING. It’s all about people and dancing. We as Callers and teachers are the ones that have
made Square Dancing what it is today. Instead of doing the job of a Caller as it should be done
of calling dances and teaching classes, that’s what WE get paid for. They wanted to do
everything. Look at where we are today because of that. YOU CANNOT BUILD A HOUSE
WITHOUT A FOUNDATION. (Mainstream and give them time to enjoy what they have
learned and help with the next Class.)
Square Dancing is about people helping people to enjoy an evening of fun and fellowship. We
must let the people know that we care about them and that we are there for them to help them
get to be a part of SQUARE DANCING. Remember that we would not be here had it not been
for someone helping us through.
Folks, you know that if we are to keep this activity alive we have to make it ALL ABOUT the
PEOPLE and what THEY can do to make the Square Dance Activity something that other
people would want to be a part of. We can no longer allow people to move to the next level
before they have paid back the people that helped them get through the class and that is the way
we used to do it. When all the levels were getting started we had people stay in Mainstream for
one year BEFORE THEY COULD MOVE TO THE NEXT LEVEL and PAY back for the time
someone helped them get through a CLASS. They should be there to do the same for the next
Class. This is the only we can have a foundation there that works and gives the new dancer time
to feel like a Square Dancer.
We should turn square dancing back over to the dancers and be what we are Callers paid
employs and let the dancers run Squares Dancing.
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING WE COULD DO TODAY TO ATTRACT PEOPLE TO SQUARE DANCING
WOULD BE TO START DRESSING AND LOOKING LIKE SQUARE DANCERS. You will get more new

dancer that way the dress is what got more people in classes than anything.
Mac Letson
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TEACH SQUARE DANCING: AS A WAY OF LIFE – NOT JUST A RECREATION

I was taught the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. I was also taught to
do the job the right way the first time. That way you won’t have to come back and fix what
you should have done the first time. Now how does that fit in the square dance activity? For
years we have watered down our teaching methods and length of lessons. This has led to new
dancers giving up out of frustration due to the lack of knowledge to execute the moves that
have been glossed over. No one likes to be embarrassed by constantly breaking the squares
down.
How do we fix this? We have to go back and teach the way we used to. The most important
program is basics. Those first fifty moves are the foundation to the square dance activity. If
your students can’t dance them with confidence, you are going too fast. So what if your class
takes a little longer to complete, it will pay off in spades. A strong basic dancer will learn
mainstream and plus moves much faster. You can start by breaking down the mainstream and
plus moves into basics without giving the names of the moves. As your students progress from
basics to mainstream they will be telling you “Hey we already know that move”. At that point
you will know you are successful. The best part is that the club will grow bigger and faster
than you could ever imagine. Here is a rule of thumb: If you start with just one square, you
will grow to sixteen squares in five years. Whatever number you start with should double
each year. Keep in mind you can never stop having classes because there will always be
changes in the club membership. People move, people have illnesses, and people retire from
the activity. That is why ongoing classes are so important.
I hope you take what I’ve written to heart and rethink the way you teach new student dancers.
I truly believe you will build square dancing as a way of life.
John Carlton
TSCA- Trustee
September 30, 2021
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